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ABSTRACT
The classification of documents is a relevant task in companies to save time in managing information present
in specific documents; therefore, the health sector seeks to prioritize documents performing the traceability
of any process within its network. This article presents a document classification system to provide a tool
divided in software components that faces the challenges of binding to the Spanish language using public
sources such as Google and Wikipedia applying long documents related to the health sector in Colombia. For
this purpose, a set of Machine Learning classifiers is performed to compare F1-score, Precision, and Recall
metrics obtaining the best performance in the Logistic Regression classifier. In addition, the article makes a
theoretical survey on the relationships that text mining, Information Retrieval, and Text Summarization have
with document classification.
Keywords: Text Mining, Information Retrieval, Text Summarization, Document Classification, Spanish
Language.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The classification of documents is one of the main
tasks that has been carried out as a result of the
development and study of Natural Language
Processing and Computational Linguistics. This
article's main objective is to propose an effective
classification system to face the challenges and
complexities of the Spanish language by collecting
documents from public sources. In this way, the
classifier becomes a tool to establish valuable
information bases that allow informed decisionmaking by people in management positions in both
public and private institutions to take advantage of
the content of thousands and thousands of archived
or digitized physical documents.
Therefore, to perform the correct development of
this main task, the article collects some geolects
through the particular documents that are managed
in Colombia, creating a dataset divided into training
and testing through public sources such as social
networks (Google and Wikipedia) to obtain the best
model among a set of five text classifiers belonging

to the field of Machine Learning. Thus, the
documents must be converted into an input for an
unstructured data analytics tool that can take
advantage of the transversality of the methods of
related tasks such as Text Mining (TM), Information
Retrieval (IR), and Text Summarization (TS),
leaving the contributions in this transversality for
future research. Additionally, it should notice that a
big part of the algorithms' development for this task
and those related are configured in languages like
English, leaving a considerable gap when the
classification analysis is in Spanish.
The paper presented is structured as follows: the
first section presents the literature review of the
fields related to document classification along with
some studies demonstrating the relationship between
these and the task of interest; the second section
shows the methodology describing the binding
processes, hyperparameters used in the classifier and
the selected dataset. The next section presents the
results to demonstrate the classification performance
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executed with the data set described above, adding a
final discussion framed in the critical evaluation in
the light of the works cited and explanation of
conflicts in the literature. Finally, the conclusions
analyze the document classification by mentioning
the current knowledge's limitations, describing the
importance of the work in the field, and presenting
future work.

2.

LITERATURE REVIEWS

Text extraction is one of the challenges of text
mining to provide valuable insights into available
information to generate added value. Han et al. [1]
referred to text mining as an interdisciplinary field
based on Information Retrieval (IR), Data Mining
(DM), Machine Learning (ML), statistics, and
Computational Linguistics (LC); consequently,
advanced text mining techniques have been
implemented to applications in new fields to solve
challenges in the face of large unstructured data
processing capacity.
The following sections present the theoretical
background of the challenges related to the main
task of this article: document classification, where
each developed section highlights the contributions
in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP)
and the relation of their contributions to the main
task.
2.1
Text mining
Text mining is based on several advanced
techniques from statistics, ML, and linguistics. Its
goal is to be able to "process large textual data to
extract high quality information, which will be
useful to provide insights into the specific scenario
to which it is applied" [2]. Therefore, its main task
is to look for patterns and trends in unstructured
data, which has allowed it to have many uses,
including text clustering, concept extraction,
sentiment analysis (SA), and TS.
Its first applications arose from the need to
organize documents [3], so that a new possibility of
creating summaries with descriptive statistics was
born, making it possible to take advantage of the
large volumes of documents deposited in filing
cabinets. With time and new scientific fields, text
mining techniques for analyzing text developed as
an automatic, dynamic, and inferential process
were sought. Hearst [4] recognized such
developments: "a mixture of computer-driven and
user-driven analysis" (p. 8), which is the core of
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today's supervised models used to perform
predictive analysis, a superior process of analysis
for harnessing information from their digitized
counterparts.
Perhaps the most famous text mining
applications for AI generation are IBM's Watson,
Amazon's Alexa, Microsoft's Cortana, Apple's Siri,
and Google Assistant. For example, Kotu and
Deshpande [5] mentioned Watson's outstanding
performance "the spectacular performance it had,
when it competed against humans on the late-night
game show Jeopardy" (p. 282). These authors and
others allude to Watson's excellent performance
because it can access large amounts of structured
and unstructured data from comprehensive
databases, such as Wikipedia.
As we find ourselves in a world with multiple
languages, other cases of analysis are involved,
such as multilingual data mining, multidimensional
text analysis, contextual text mining, and the
evolution in text data with applications to particular
fields of work: text mining in security, biomedical
literature analysis, online media analysis, and
analytical customer relationship management. Han,
et al. [1] named some of the types of software,
analysis, and text mining tools in academic
institutions, open-source forums, and industry
dedicated to the implementation of multiple
languages as are: WordNet, Semantic Web,
Wikipedia, and other information sources that
enable improved understanding and extraction of
text data.
2.1.1 Text mining and document classification
The significant growth of information and
electronic documents that we can find in the World
Wide Web requires a correct classification of all
this information so that organizations can perform
the correct interpretation. However, performing
this manual task requires a lot of time and
concentration, thus turning document classification
into an area of interest for data mining generating
different techniques such as Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA), Naïve-Bayes, K-Nearest
Neighbors, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN),
among others [6].
Classification of documents is a drawback for
text mining, characterized by the words generating
a dataset in the document, cluttering the document,
and thus the context of the document [7].
Therefore, some research has focused on the
sentiment in documents to classify them and
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demonstrate this bridging relationship between text
mining and document classification. For example,
Tang et al. [8] incorporated user-product level
information about comments from the IMDB and
Yelp dataset into a neural network model under a
supervised learning approach producing better
classifications when making text representations to
capture sentiment better. However, these models
present a challenge when documents are large due
to the insufficient memory unit; Xu et al. [9]
proposed a cache mechanism that divides memory
within groups with different forgetting rates of
information to keep sentiment captured from a
recurring unit assimilating human brain behaviors.

global search, the exploration of solutions in
parallel, the robustness to solve problems of
missing or biased information and the ability to
evaluate the solution likelihood.
Also, the authors Pérez and Codina [15]
examined the usual architecture within the
information retrieval systems, which has two
components: the indexing system and the query
system, where the first analyzes the data that is
downloaded from the web to subsequently
establish indexes that will help to perform searches,
on the other hand, the second is where it interacts
with users, better known as the search engine
interface.
Tenopir et al. [16] showed that the study of
mental models and learning styles in college
students using the web for information retrieval
systems had a relationship. It was found that
individuals' mental models affect their search
results and their feelings towards searching, thus
concluding that the construction of individuals'
mental models on the web is linked to their
experiences, personal observations on the searched
topic, and classroom instruction.

Similarly, Wen et al. [10] used the same datasets
proposing a speculative sentiment classification
model, which added to Tang's approach two
components. The first is document coding using
word embedding resulting from a learning process
about products. The other is based on the
hypothesis that users with the same classification
behavior are likely to write a similar document
about a product, thus generating the speculative
similar document component. On the other hand,
Yang et al. [11] approach documents' hierarchical
structure under an attention mechanism of
document words or phrases. They produce
visualization layers by aggregating the words with
the highest levels of importance to build relevant
phrase vectors and thereby demonstrate
qualitatively informative phrases that improve
document classification models.
2.2
Information Retrieval (IR)
It is a field of scientific findings and practices
paired with DM, whose goal is to collect, manage,
process, analyze, and visualize a vast amount of
structured and unstructured [12] information
presented in the text. Nowadays, IR systems work
with search engines and are standard such as Google,
PubMed, Apple's Spotlight. For example, in
biomedical sciences, PubMed queries a database of
21 million scientific publications from the National
Library of Medicine [13].
Consequently, the usual models in this field are
designed to discover text patterns using external
sources such as thesauri and ontologies that limit
text extraction to patterns on a specific domain of
the topics contained in the texts. However,
Atkinson et al. [14] described the beginning of the
inclusion of Genetic Algorithms (GAs), allowing
to take advantage of their ability to: develop a
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It is observed how users' mental models of
databases are based on their perceptions of
information systems and are modified with ongoing
experience [17]. Zhang [17] studied the users'
interaction with Medline Plus, suggesting that
individuals' development of a mental model of a
system evolved from their experiences with another
system. According to the author, this focused on
"assimilating new elements into mental models and
modifying existing elements" (p. 168).
2.2.1
Information retrieval and document
classification.
Organizations need to have correct document
management; hence with the increase of
information in digital form, traditional methods are
not relevant to meet the needs of the same
organizations. Automated technology allows
classifying and retrieving documents; its
technology is used to compare all documents by
performing queries using keywords. When
incorporating classification with document
retrieval, it becomes a valuable tool because having
established the critical characteristics of each
document, only the documents that are highly
related to the established characteristics will be
retrieved, thus allowing a high retrieval speed and
greater accuracy. Additionally, for any company,
the classification of documents facilitates the
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processes and activities to be performed, also
retrieves similar documents found in the database
[18].

performed are not yet in the public domain, but
Zhuge [23] stated that the text summary is likely to
be generated using keywords from the phrase
entered on the web page, identifying the search
purpose and thus organizing the information for the
user.

A clear example is the R+D+I industry, where
usually the documents are digital, and large
quantities of documents are stored, making
necessary keywords that serve as criteria allowing
a better location of the documents. Therefore, it is
necessary to generate a prototype that allows
automatic characterization because being manually
is influenced by human factors. For this reason, the
author Lin [19] generated a prototype that allows
the classification and retrieval of documents, being
this hybrid model and based on SVM, to facilitate
these activities in the R+D+i industry. This
prototype was tested in the semiconductor industry
in Taiwan, which at the time of being installed and
performing pilot tests gave promising results such
as efficiency in document management, having a
document retrieval time of minutes to seconds; can
be concluded that the phases of this process were:
expansion and adjustments of the knowledge
dimension categories, automatic classification
technology, and connections.[19]

Another classic example of text summarization
is the conversion of text represented in an image.
Zhuge [23] indicated that one solution is to
transform this issue into information retrieval and
text summarization problem: Select the
representative tags of these images, search for
relevant texts according to these tags (or select
texts that contain or link to these images), and then
summarize these texts. Another way is to establish
essential semantic links between the images, find
the text that best fits, and make the necessary text
summary. The establishment of semantic links is
based on the relationships between their tags
determined by existing texts, semantic links, and
image categories.

The authors Khalifi et al. [20] proposed a formal
model and a search algorithm with which they
expected to find features of the information items
and subsequently structure the search results. In
such a way, they used the following stages: NLP,
statistical representation of queries and documents,
and an autonomous learning model in order to
determine the most relevant results; all this was
performed using a Yahoo database, where the
system reflected significantly satisfactory results.
2.3
Text Summarization
Text summarization is an essential task of NLP,
which follows in several applications. The two broad
categories of text summarization approaches are
extraction and abstraction. "Extractive methods
select a subset of existing words, phrases, or
sentences from the original text to form a summary"
[21] Although this would be meaningless if the
context is not applied to generate value; thus, author
Song et al. [22] posited that "Text summarization
involves the production of text summaries that
incorporate the essential information of the text(s),
taking into account the readers' interests." (p. 125).
Currently, search engines have established a text
summary when displaying search results to give a
brief description of such results. In the case of
Google, this presents a short text summary of an
essential item placing it at the top of the list of
results. The details of how this process is
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For example, one of the essential fields where
these techniques are applied is research in the field
of biology, which has suffered from inconsistent
descriptions of gene products and ambiguous
definitions of terms from disparate biology
databases, which also hinders computational
semantic processing of biomedical literature such
as text summarization or document clustering. To
this end, ontology would be a promising solution to
such conflicts of inconsistent descriptions.
Currently, no ontology captures the full range of
concepts in the biomedical domain; however, Karp
[24] mentions the existence of several welldesigned biomedical ontologies, such as the UMLS
(Unified Medical Language System), the Gene
Ontology (GO), and the EcoCyc Ontology.
The evolution of methodologies has taken
advantage of using these ontologies mixing several
applications such as text mining, spam filtering,
text summarization, and bioinformatics, where it is
vital to quantify the "similarity" of two strings.
However, Theodoridis [25] saw a problem in the
common use of kernels for this problem; by their
definition, they are similarity measures; they are
constructed to express inner products in highdimensional feature space. An inner product is a
similarity measure, and hence two vectors are more
similar if they point in the same direction. Thus,
there has been a great deal of activity in defining
kernels that measure similarity between strings
from this observation.
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2.3.1

Text summarization and document
classification
Text summarization is seen as a task that deals
with the semantics of the analyzed text, providing a
different field of analysis to classification problems.
For example, Mamakis et al. [26] overcome some
supervised and unsupervised approaches with a
methodology that assists text summarization results
obtained from a classification model, demonstrating
the feasibility between these tasks. Furthermore,
they recommend using spatial features to improve
summarization performance on a dataset such as
newspaper articles. Similarly, Kumar et al. [27]
present a hybrid model showing its advantages after
this approach using the Document Understanding
Conference corpus to perform a text summarization
model that filters high-quality sentences from a
classification model. The study produced better
classification performance and alleviated some
limitations of classical text summarization models.
Among the advances for establishing the
relationship of these tasks, an increased performance
from performing hybrid models has been
demonstrated. Thanh et al. [28] perform a text
summarization combining the searching maximal
frequent word sets and clustering algorithms with
which they will subsequently create the feature
vector to minimize the dimension of the vector over
the documents that will be the subject of the
classification
models;
thus
outperforming
approaches with supervised learning model. With
the same approach, Dewi and Sagala [29] perform
the text summaries on 100 thesis documents to
classify the resulting documents. However, they
showed that some techniques such as TF-IDF could
not be used when performing these types of hybrid
models.
2.4
Document Classification
Document classification is an autonomous
learning algorithm where the words that appear in
the document are characterized; that is, this task
performs according to the presence or absence of
each word. Automatic document classification is a
topic that has been gaining momentum worldwide,
making it a significant area of research. In this way,
large volumes of documents that support processes
within companies or research records are converted
into bytes of information processed by computers
with significant memories.
The traditional classification processes for
document management are carried out according to
the textual analysis of the content of the documents
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and consist of two characterizations. Witten and
Frank [30] mention such characterizations: the first
one consists of defining a Boolean attribute; on the
other hand, the second characterization defines a
Bag of Words. As the importance of the words is
granted according to the number of times they are
repeated supported with the characterizations, we
move on to solve a computational time
optimization problem under the classification
methodology employed to perform this task.
The process of document classification can be
performed under two methodologies: supervised
learning, which has the categories known in
advance for each document; on the other hand,
there is unsupervised learning where the categories
or names of the classes are not defined, but it
searches for groups of related documents allowing
in this way to generate links with other documents
that are considered relevant for a query [30].
According to the analysis made by Khan et al.
[31] determined that chi-square statistics were a
good method for feature selection and
classification used; but it is more appropriate to use
hybrid methods, among these, we find the Super
Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes (NB) and kNearest Neighbours algorithms. Although they are
more appropriate, these authors also mention that
such methods in the text mining aspect are
insufficient because the semantics of the
documents require a deeper investigation.
Consequently, ontology and semantics are born as
additional resources that improve the accuracy and
qualification process.
There are different techniques such as LDA, NaïveBayes, K-nearest neighbors, ANN, among others.
One of the frequently used techniques for
document classification is the Naïve-Bayes
algorithm because this technique is fast, accurate,
and simple, achieving impressive results and often
outperforms more sophisticated classifiers [30].
This method generates a set containing all the
unique words in the text by using probability
(independent of the context and the word's position
in the document). Subsequently, derivations to this
method were developed as the assumptions were
relaxed; Multinomial Naive Bayes is an example
that considers the number of occurrences of each of
the words.
Additionally, a study conducted in the United
Kingdom on students at the General Certificate of
Secondary Education (GCSE) focused on
automatically classifying documents with short
answer questions. Initially, they applied standard
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data mining techniques to the model corpus in
order to measure the similarity between the
student's answers and the model corpus, based on
the number of common words and the use of kmeans clustering. The study concluded a
considerable gap between students' responses and
the model corpus, which was reflected in the fact
that the number of words used correctly influences
the scores more than the semantics or word order
set in the model corpus [32].

improve accuracy and robustness; the second phase
allows to optimize the time and memory
complexity of existing algorithms in document
classification. The third phase should use the
algorithm appropriate to the expected results, and
the fourth phase indicates the metrics such as the
coefficient Matthews correlation coefficient
(MCC), Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC),
and Area Under the Curve (AUC) that allow to
evaluation the document classification algorithm.

On the other hand, it is vital to compare semantic
text classification and traditional text classification
based on the five approaches of Altınel and Ganiz
[33]: domain knowledge, corpus, deep learning,
word or character sequence, and enriched
linguistics. They concluded that it is difficult and
costly to process a large external knowledge
database for both classifications when it is a
deficient lexical database because these are in a
limited number of languages. Otherwise, in some
classification algorithms, it is possible to
understand and explain the model and the decision
analysis obtained by the model when the
researchers applied different data mining
techniques on knowledge bases and corpus-based
systems.

Finally, this field has expanded so that methods
are implemented to perform document
classification when the content of the documents
are images. This shift in focus is on identifying and
finding a researcher-determined figure within an
image [36]. Like its text analysis counterpart, the
medical field has also used this approach by
training thousands of images to support disease
diagnosis so that detection is automatic

3.

METHODOLOGY

To achieve the article's objective by developing a
document classifier in the Spanish language, Figure
1 represents the three components of the
methodology.

It should also be noted that some document
classification methods have progressed with the
use of keywords to deal with the presence of
ambiguity. However, because a word has different
meanings and multiple words can have the same
meaning, the authors Liu et al. [34] proposed to
develop an automatic text classification method
based on disambiguation utilizing WordNet with
the hierarchy of similar concepts through Synset
and applying the Brown Corpus. Furthermore, they
compare the text classification by manual
disambiguation offered by Princeton University,
with which it is intended to achieve contributions
in the management systems of web pages, digital
books, digital libraries, among others.
Due to the boom presented by document
classification and advances in natural language
processing (NLP) and text mining, many
researchers have focused on developing four
phases: feature extraction, dimension reductions,
classification
algorithms,
and
evaluation.
Therefore, authors Kowsari et al. [35] considered
that understanding text classification methods and
their correct evaluation is relevant for decision
making. Therefore, they established steps to refine
the mentioned phases; the first phase determines
that text and document cleaning is essential to

Figure 1 Pipeline Classification Process

The first component consists of performing a
crawling process in the digital social networks of
Wikipedia and Google in order to take advantage of
public sources. This process performs searches for
the definitions of the classes in Spanish to
automatically obtain those that will be the object of
the classification models; in this case, the crawling
process was configured to obtain a set of 100
documents per class. Subsequently, the obtained
documents are organized in such a way as to obtain
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a dataset that will divide into subsets of training and
test data.

classification models to understand the content of the
documents.

The second component describes the PLN process
on the text of each document obtained;
consequently, the first step is to perform text
cleaning and preprocessing on all documents. In
each document, URL and special punctuation
characters are eliminated, w where the characters of
the text are converted into lowercase. Then, the
paragraphs are tokenized to eliminate the Spanish
language stopwords and those stored in a Bag of
Words that do not contribute to some encoding of the
text that does not make the text understandable.
Finally, stemming and lemmatization are performed
to find these base words making a heuristic process
that eliminates the derivational affixes of these and a
morphological analysis that eliminates the
inflectional endings of the words. In addition, the
classification models are trained by configuring their
hyperparameters that will guide the model to
perform the classification correctly.

 Bill: according to the Colombian commerce code,
the bill is a:

The third component puts the classification
models into production by validating the training
performances by deploying the models which use
ML. Then, these models are connected to the
classification web service to produce performance
statistics by placing the actual documents that refer
to a set base external to the training.
3.1 Dataset
The dataset contains the documents obtained in
Spanish from the digital social networks Google
and Wikipedia to define the words that each type of
document should have, thus indicating the classes
of the classifiers. Table 1 describes the number of
documents obtained from both social networks for
the five classes: Bill, Tutela action, Medicines,
Health system in Colombia, and Mandatory Health
Plan.

"Value title that the seller or service provider
may issue and deliver or remit to the buyer or
beneficiary of the service."
 Tutela action: according to the Colombian
ombudsman's office, these documents are
understood as:
“It is a constitutional mechanism for protecting
human rights that empowers any person to go
before a judge at any time or place to seek a
pronouncement that protects a fundamental
constitutional right. A person claims when the
right is violated or threatened by the action or
omission of public authorities or individuals in
the cases determined by law, provided that there
is no other suitable judicial defense mechanism
unless it is to avoid irretrievable damage, event
in which it proceeds as a transitory mechanism.
 Medicines: The Colombian Medicine Pricing
System defines medicine as:
An obtained pharmaceutical preparation from
active principles, with or without auxiliary
substances,
is
presented
under
the
pharmaceutical form to prevent, relieve,
diagnose, treat, cure, or rehabilitate the
disease. Containers, labels, tags, and packaging
are an integral part of the medicine since they
guarantee quality, stability, and adequate use.
 Health system in Colombia: Guerrero et al. [37]
describes the Colombian health system as follows:

Table 1: Dataset
Class

Document type

# documents

0

Bill

98

1

Tutela action

98

2

Medicines

100

3

Health system in

88

The Colombian health system is composed of a
broad social security sector financed with
public resources and a decreasing private
sector. Its central axis is the General Social
Security Health System (GSSHS). Affiliation to
the system is mandatory and is done through
public or private Health Promoting Entities
(HPE), which receive the contributions and,
through the Service Providing Institutions
(SPI), offer the Obligatory Health Plan (OHP)
or the OHP-S for those affiliated to the
Subsidized Regime (SR). (p.3)

Colombia
4

Mandatory health plan
Total

99
483

The following concepts are the class definitions of

 Mandatory Health Plan: The Ministry of Health
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and Social Protection defines the mandatory plan
in the following words:

optimizati
on
problem
(solver)

The backbone of the GSSHS in Colombia is the
OHP, which corresponds to the package of
essential services in the areas of health
recovery, disease prevention, and income
coverage on a transitory basis - economic
benefits - when there is an inability to work due
to illness, accidents or maternity.
The models were divided into training and test
subsets; the first subset for training has 60% of the
samples, and another one has 40% of the samples.
Table 2 shows how the documents obtained in the
previous phase were divided, fitting each class into a
partition close to 60/40. The results were developed
with a test subset along with all the classification
models.
Table 2: Training and test dataset

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

Approach
for
handling
multiple
classes
(multi_cl
ass)

multi
nomi
al

m depth
of the
tree
(max_d
epth)
Random
ness of
the
bootstra
pping of
the
samples
(random
_state)

parameter
(c)

0

Next, Tables 4 - 8 demonstrate the classifier's
performance under the three metrics of Accuracy,
Recall and F1-score for each class included. Table 4
shows the performance for the LR classifier, which
shows an overall level above 79% of correctly
classified documents highlighting the medicine class
with this precision metric. Likewise, Recall shows a
good level of correctly identified documents with a
minimum rate of 74%; however, the class with the
best performance under this metric is the tutela
action.

Class

Training

Test

0

56

42

1

59

39

2

61

39

Class

Precision

Recall

F1-score

3

52

36

0

0.79

0.74

0.77

4

61

38

1

0.91

1.00

0.95

Total

289

194

2

1.00

0.97

0.99

3

0.72

0.78

0.75

4

0.80

0.74

0.77

4.

Table 4: LR classifier performance

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Different classification models were programmed
for the texts with the scikit-learn library, such as
Logistic Regression (LR), Naive Bayes Multinomial
(NBM), Complementary Naive Bayes (CNB),
Random Forest (RF), and Super Vector Machine
(SVM). Table 3 describes the configured parameters
of the classification models; therefore, the other
parameters of these models were set by default.
Thus, all parameters for the NBM and CBN models
are set to default.

Accuracy
Macro
average
Weighted
average

Random
number
generator
used
(random_
state)
Algorith
m in the

0

lbfgs

RF
Paramet
Value
er
Number
of trees
in the
200
forest
(n_estim
ators)
The
6
maximu

Regulariz
ation

0.85

0.84

0.85

0.85

0.84

Table 5: NBM classifier performance

SVM
Parameter Value

Kernel
type
(kernel)

0.84

Table 5 shows the performance for the NBM classifier,
demonstrating a wide range depending on the class to be
analyzed in the correctly classified documents. However,
mandatory health plan documents are the second-best
identified class. Finally, medicine is the best performing
class in both metrics.

Table 3: Classification model parameters
LR
Parameter Value

0.85

linear

0.5

107

Class

Precision

Recall

F1-score

0

0.84

0.64

0.73

1

0.93

0.69

0.79

2

0.95

0.97

0.96

3

0.62

0.72

0.67

4

0.55

0.74

0.63
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Accuracy
Macro
average
Weighted
average

mandatory health plan. As with the LR classifier,
the tutela action and medicine documents are the
best performing classes in their respective
performance metrics. When looking at the Recall
metric on correctly identified documents, the lowest
levels can be observed.

0.75
0.78

0.75

0.76

0.78

0.75

0.76

Table 6 shows the performance for the CNB
classifier demonstrating a large variability of
performance in the classes of bill and mandatory
health plan with 30 % and 31 %, respectively,
depending on the analysis on the metrics of Precision
and Recall. In contrast, the health system in
Colombia class is the most consistent class across
metrics.

Table 8: SVM classifier performance

Table 6: CNB classifier performance
Class
0

Precision
0.93

Recall
0.62

F1-score
0.74

1
2

1.00
0.85

0.72
1.00

0.84
0.92

3
4

0.69
0.52

0.61
0.82

0.65
0.63

0.8

0.75

0.75
0.76

0.8

0.75

0.76

Accuracy
Macro
average
Weighted
average

Recall
0.57
1.00
0.95
0.67
0.84

0.84

0.81

F1-score
0.72
0.76
0.95
0.76
0.82
0.80
0.80

0.84

0.80

0.80

Precision

Recall

F1-score

0

0.81

0.62

0.70

1

0.72

1.00

0.84

2

1.00

0.95

0.97

3

0.75

0.67

0.71

4

0.74

0.76

0.75

0.81

0.80

0.79

0.81

0.80

0.80

0.80

Macro
average
Weighted
average

Table 7: RF classifier performance
Precision
0.96
0.62
0.95
0.89
0.80

Class

Accuracy

Table 7 shows the performance for the RF
classifier, demonstrating a small range depending on
the class to be analyzed in the documents correctly
classified. In both metrics, medicine documents
obtained the same percentage, placing it as the best
class in Precision and second after tutela actions if
analyzed under the Recall metric.

Class
0
1
2
3
4
Accuracy
Macro
average
Weighted
average

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

Table 9 shows the ideal metrics for comparing the
classification models, Accuracy, and Weighted
average F1-score. Both metrics indicate the overall
performance of the classifier; however, the use of the
metrics depends on the researcher's approach.
Accuracy focuses on the so-called true positives and
true negatives; that is, those documents that were
classified under the correct class and documents that
were not classified in the class of analysis because
they were not that type of document. In this article,
F1-score is the appropriate metric to perform the
interpretations because the models do not balance
the samples across classes. Table 9 shows the best
classification performance in RL followed by a tie
between the random RF and SVM models, showing
a 4% difference. Similar to the second place, the
third place is occupied by a tie between NBC and
CBN.
Table 9: Comparing classification models
Model/
Metric
Accuracy
Weighted
average
F1-score

Table 8 shows the performance for the SVM
classifier, demonstrating very similar levels of
correctly classified documents in the classes of tutela
action, the health system in Colombia, and the

LR
0.85
0.84

NBM
0.75
0.76

CBN
0.75
0.76

RF
0.80
0.80

SVM
0.80
0.80

In the following paragraphs, there is a discussion
in the light of the cited papers shown in table 10 that
performed the main task, the classification of
documents. In addition, paragraphs contain
explanations of the literature conflicts to support
some evaluations provided in the discussion. Among
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the literature review section, the articles binding to
the discussion are mostly found within the
descriptive subsections of the relation of their
contributions to the main task, i.e., subsections: Text
mining and document, Information retrieval and
document classification, and Text summarization
and document classifications are responsible
subsections for contributing such binding articles.

Wen et al.
(2020)

Speculative
sentiment
classification
model

57.8% IMDB; 68.1%
Yelp2013; 69.0%
Yelp2014

Xu et al.
(2016)

Cached Long
Short-Term
Memory Neural
Networks

59.8% Yelp2013;
60.9% Yellp2014;
44.9% IMDB

Table 10. Performance comparison of cited papers across
different approaches.

Yang et al.
(2016)

Hierarchical
attention
network

68.2%
Yelp2013,70.5%
Yelp2014, 71.0%
Yelp2015; 49.4%
IMDB; 75.8%
Yahoo answers,
63.6 Amazon

Yang et al.
(2020)

Semantic
document
classification
based on SSC to
improve ML
algorithms

79.51% Rotten
Tomatoes dataset;
83.6% THUCNews

Author

Approach

Results

Dewi, K. and
Sagala, R
(2018)

Fuzzy K-Nearest
Neighbor
Classification

25% by summary;
20% by without
summary using both
10 k-levels

Khalifi et al.
(2018)

Combined kmeans and
Support vector
machines (SVM)

100% approach
with; 97.75%
approach without

Kumar et al.
(2017)

Adaptive
Neuro-Fuzzy
Inference
System (ANFIS)

68.52% approach
with; 56.10% Neural
Network; 51.48%
Fuzzy Logic

Liu et al.
(2007)

Sense-based
text
classification
algorithm
A supervised
classifier that
assigning a
random
document to a
class with Naive
Bayes
Assumption of
statistical
independences
User Product
Neural Network
(UPNN)

32%

Semi-supervised
learning Super
Vector Machine
(SVM)

96.22% with
approach; 95.96%
L2-SVM; 88.23% RLS

Mamakis et
al.
(2012)

Tang et al.
(2015)

Thanh et al.
(2015)

92.35% approach
with; 85.55% NBC;
80.45% LM-6;
83.29% LM-3

43.5% for IMDB
Dataset; 60.8%
Yelp2014 Dataset;
59.6% Yelp 2013
Dataset

The article's performance is ranked fourth in
ranking the best models compared to the cited
articles. The outstanding performances of the first
three models contain databases with a short length in
their documents. Khalifi et al. [20] ran their
supervised model with a Yahoo corpus, Thanh et al.
[28] fit a semi-supervised model with news from a
Vietnamese newspaper (vnexpress.net), and
Mamakis et al. [26] applied their normalization
approach to a database to online news from a Greek
newspaper. Thus, the model performance is
preferred when one wants to implement a classifier
on longer documents.
In contrast, similar cases in length have much
more lagging performances than Dewi et al. [29],
with a dataset of 100 theses presenting a maximum
performance of 25% for a ten k-level, and Liu et al.
perform their sense-based algorithm with a labeled
Brown corpus. Finally, Altinel and Ganiz [33]
perform a survey on the implementation of different
models focusing on document classification;
therefore, table 11 shows some articles that also used
the social network Wikipedia as ontology by way of
improving existing classifiers.
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Table 11 Recompiled articles with Wikipedia Ontology
from Atinel and Ganiz [33]

Author

Approach

Results

Gabrilovich
h
and
Markovitch
(2007)

Análisis
Semantico
Explicito

72% Autralian
Broadcasting
Corporation's
news
mail
service

Wang and
Domeniconi
(2008)

Supervised
(Multi-words
with strategy
and
Linear
Kernel)

89.92%
20NewsGroup

Yang et al.
(2013)

Supervised
SVM

93% Ohsumed
collection
which includes
medical
abstracts from
MeSH
93.0%
20NewsGroup

Sungaya and
Gomati
(2013)

Supervised
Multilayer
SVM +kNNNB

torunoğlu et
al. (2013)

NB

improvement of existing ML classifiers. In addition,
the current knowledge presents several limitations;
the first one is the scarcity of application of this
source of information (Wikipedia) to perform
classifications in large documents; secondly, the
number of documents explicitly collected to
Colombia does not equal the number of other
databases present in the literature review conducted
to improve the performance of the classifiers
presented in this article.
For future work, we will compare the
performances of the set of models performed with a
balanced dataset vs. deep learning models to
demonstrate the benefits and weaknesses of these
models. In addition, the results of the classification
system can be input for the development of one of
the related tasks: TM, IR, or TS.
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